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There’s a freshness in the air these days, an anticipation
of a summer full of good times and new hopes. Our May
issue celebrates the mood with an upbeat take on what
is setting the stage; an exclusive one-on-one chat with
Mohamed Hatem, the man who has been capturing
hearts in this season’s Ramadan series. Feast your eyes on
a glorious spread of work by some of Egypt’s’ fresh new
artistic talent, and join us for a visit to the new National
Museum of Egyptian Civilization, housing an unmissable
record of Egypt’s glorious cultural journey, across
millennia. And yes, it is home to the fabulous collection
of Royal Mummies, following their recent parade and
relocation through the heart of Cairo.
With Eid El Fitr promising a chance to take a break from
the city, the question is; should we head south to the Red
Sea, or north to Sa7el to enjoy its glorious beaches and
fresh sea air before the summer crowds descend upon
it? Either way, our round-up of pastel fashions will make
sure you are the one making waves wherever you go. The
best accessory just has to be shining sparkling eyes, so
Dr. Mohamed Abdulhafez gives us the lowdown on how
to make our eyes a winning feature. And ladies, this is the
season to make a personal statement with one of the new
fragrances hitting the scene. Take your pick on page 13
Warmer evenings give us the perfect excuse to make the
most of our outdoor spaces, so we have come up with
a bundle of suggestions for pots, planters and foliage
to make your balconies, terraces and gardens into your
own private oasis. We love the resurgence of rattan and
bamboo pieces, so natural and organic, so we bring you
our tips on where to hunt down great items, from classic
and retro to contemporary. Not wanting to ignore the
benefits of having a bit of vertical space, we check out
ways to grow our own salad greens and herbs as a plus.
Throw our regular sections on what’s going on and what’s
new into the mix and you have an issue to set you on track
for an amazing May!
Happy Eid El Fitr everyone, enjoy to the max, and stay
safe!
For daily content and updates, follow us online and turn
on notifications for
@cairopulse and @cairowestpublications

Talk to us

Send an email:
editor@cairowestmag.com
marketing@cairowestmag.com
Follow us:

cairowestpublications

cairowest

Are you following Cairo Pulse yet? We tell
you where to go, what to do, and what’s new
all around town - daily!
CairoPulse
cairopulse

INTERVIEW

Qasr El Nil’s
Mohamed Hatem

From the Stage to the Screen and Back Again
A quick chat with Mohamed Hatem let us in on the
many aspects of theater and his newest role in the
TV Series Qasr El Nil alongside Dina El Sherbiny. He
shares with us how his personal experiences affect
his acting style and what his future plans are.

What excites you most about filming the Ramadan
series Qasr El Nil?
First of all, I am excited to be working with a big director
who I’ve worked with before on Tariqi and Grand Hotel,
Khaled Marei. I have followed and loved his work for years.
The scenario for Qasr El Nil, written by Mohamed Soliman
Abdul Malek, got me hooked and I felt that it was different
and filled with fascinating details.
The role is different than anything I’ve done before. It is
presented in an interesting way, with flashback scenes
mixed with current events allowing the audience to really
understand the characters.

Without too many spoilers, what can you tell us about
the storyline and your role?
I play Hussein El Seyoufi, the youngest of Fahmi El Seyoufi’s
sons from his second wife who is Egyptian. All his life he
has been treated as less than his siblings because he wasn’t
brought up in the same luxurious environment. As a kid he
was subjected to a lot of psychological stress at home and
this made him look for his identity somewhere else far away
from the palace. He decided to join a left-wing camp as a
way to search for his identity.
He then gets captured and released after he makes a deal
with an officer to be the government’s eyes through the
palace. Being a part of the family but politically against
them is the conflict. As he tries to find his place back in the
family, after he has been mistreated in the past, now the
circumstances push him to become the most important
member of the family.

Do you draw on personal experience in your roles?
I believe that an actor reflects his character on any role
he plays. Starting with when he works on and studies the
script till the moment he acts it out in the scene. An actor’s
personal experience always shows in his eyes.
The 60s era stands out for so many things, how
did you delve into the mood and bring this to your
performance?
It all starts with studying the script; it opens many doors
for me while I’m developing the character. When I read
Qasr El Nil’s script for the first time, I found the story to be
very strong and overpowering, and I felt I was a part of it,
as if I’m telling a thrilling story. Before filming started I read
and studied a lot about the people in this era, especially
politically.
Costume-wise I talked a lot with stylist Dina Nadim, who
is excellent. We went back and forth with photos and
suggestions for the wardrobe that would suit this era. What
got me in the mood the most is when I finally wore the
outfit and saw my complete look. Also seeing the other
actors in costume and the location helped a lot.
You are working with Dina El Sherbiny in Qasr El Nil,
after both working on Grand Hotel some years back.
How is it to catch up?
Dina El Sherbiny is a very distinct actress who knows how to
evolve quickly; she is very smart, fascinating and dedicated
to her work. This has been my opinion on her ever since I
worked with her on Grand Hotel and she was doing Afrah
El Qubba at the same time. I am very happy to be working
with her again, I love the scenes we do together and I love
our chemistry.
What role or genre would you really like to tackle in the
near future?
I really want to do a comedic role, and I want to work in
cinema.

Do you draw on your considerable stage experience in
your on-screen work, and if so, how does it help your
performances?
Theater for me is a place of experimentation, like an actor’s
gym. Being in theater is helpful to any actor with things like
connecting with the other actor in front of him, his body
and the rhythm of the scene generally.
There is no wrong or right in theater, it gives you a certain
freedom that when someone makes a mistake, the show
goes on and sometimes that mistake becomes the best
part of the show. Theater has a wide scope of characters
and very well written scripts, which is rare nowadays. In
theater, you get to do classics written by great writers like
Shakespeare, Molière and Tennessee Williams, doing plays
for these giants allows you to touch on some parts in acting
that you normally wouldn’t.
What do you currently have in the pipeline?
I’m currently focused on Qasr El Nil. I don’t have any new
projects except theater. I’m playing in Mama directed by
Ahmed El Attar, which we played at Avenue Festival 3
years ago. It will be performed at Rawabet Theater and the
cast includes Ramsi Lehner, Menha Batraoui and Nanda
Mohamed.
I’m also playing in Nehayet El Hob directed by French
director Pascal Rambert, also being performed at Rawabet
theater by the end of this year. I’m very excited to do
theater again and I hope it comes back in the whole world.

FA S H I O N

Lyocell-Blend Dress - H&M

Floral Printed Chiffon Dress - FEMI9

As flowers and blossoms are welcoming spring, so shall
we. Blend in with the festive nature of these ‘flower power’
inspired pieces and celebrate nature this spring!
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Greta Ruffle
Maxi Dress BCBGMAXAZRIA

ALBY Floral Print
Shopper - GUESS

If you’re looking to have a laid back spring to carry you lightly
through summer, then pastels are your go-to option.

Yellow Suit with Skirt - EL Tarzy

Dark Mint Suit - El Tarzy

Quilted Flat
Sandals STRADIVARIUS

Mariam Dress - ZAKEIA

Tweed-Look
Top - GUESS

The Terra Handbag OKHTEIN

FA S H I O N

Short Sleeve Polo Shirt - MASSIMO DUTTI

Monochrome outfits secured their trendy spot last fall, so
why not carry the fashion through to spring? You might want
to mix it up it with some stripes or prints, but pro-tip: Keep
the colors light!

Cotton Pique Polo Shirt CONCRETE

Slim-Fit Cotton Pants HUGO BOSS

Tapered-Fit Shorts in
Italian Jersey - HUGO
BOSS

Regular Fit Shorts CONCRETE

Long Sleeved Top
- H&M

Cotton Cap - H&M

3 Stripes Shorts - ADIDAS

Stripe Pattern
T-Shirt - GUESS

BEAUTY

Sultry and exotic, soft and sensual, spicy and sporty?
Or subtle and floral? Or maybe a combination
that tantalizes and enigmatically announces your
presence, leaving an impression that will linger. This
season sees a bouquet of new fragrances enter the
market, which one will you claim as your own?
1. Floral and fresh
Blossoms Frangipani Flower Cologne - JO MALONE
LONDON
Jo Malone has launched a new floral perfume that is light
and appealing with notes of jasmine and sandalwood.
Discreet yet memorable, it captures the essence of summer.
2. Exotic and romantic
Izia La Nuit Eau de Parfum - SISLEY
Izia La Nuit is an olfactory journey with a chypre, woody,
floral trail just as intense as the memory of a romantic
encounter. This perfume is a tribute to a mysterious rose
that only blooms once a year. The notes include that special
flower found in the D’Ornano garden, along with freesia,
mandarin, and cardamon.
3. Fruity and floral
I Want Choo Eau de Parfum - JIMMY CHOO
The name of this fragrance says it all. This scent mixes
florals, peach, and vanilla for an irresistible summertime
fragrance.
4. Spicy and addictive
Soleil Brûlant Eau de Parfum - TOM FORD
Tom Ford creates one iconic perfume after another.
Guaranteed to be a hit this summer, his new Soleil Brûlant
Eau de Parfum is warm and contains ample spice, along
with amber and orange flower.
5. Sensual, warm and mysterious
Loubicroc Eau de Parfum - CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN
A stunning bottle encases an equally unforgettable
fragrance. With myrrh, cypriol, and sandalwood, this
perfume is warm, vivacious and timelessly classic.
6. Earthy and sultry
African Rooibos – CHRIS COLLINS
An intense, warm fragrance, this perfume has calming
notes of bergamot and rooibos, balanced with woody
cedarwood and spicy black pepper. This scent is perfect for
a sultry date night.
7. Citrusy and woody
LE LION DE CHANEL Eau de Parfum - CHANEL
Chanel offers a new fragrance that embodies the passion
and intensity of its founder, Coco Chanel. With notes of
patchouli, bergamot, lemon, and sandalwood, this scent is a
perfect accessory for Summer 2021.
8. Extravagance!
Wild Iris Parfum - TIFFANY & CO.
Tiffany’s is synonymous with luxury, and this fragrance
meets every expectation. The white gold funnel and handblown glass bottle hold a fragrance with notes of green
mandarin, iris, and rose, making this perfume a new kind of
floral. If you need to ask the price, it is not for you!

Home & Garden

Blooming
Beautifully
It’s time to let our balconies bloom, and that means
pots and planters. Go simple, or add an extra burst
of color, the options are endless. This season we
just can’t get enough of bamboo and rattan, so we
have hunted down pieces that would add a finishing
touch to any outdoor space. Light, comfortable and
environmentally- friendly, it is going through a major
resurgence. It’s time to jump on board.

Plant Holders - NAYA

Hammock – Bamboo
El Sirghany
Clay Pots - TERRA

Buskbo Armchair - IKEA

Light-shade - JESSICA BAMBOO ANTO

Chair – Bamboo Adel
Paravan – Bamboo El Wishy

Planter - ROCKS & POTS

Planter - MODERN POTS

Striped Planter ALLURE POTS

Sofa - JESSICA BAMBOO ANTO

COMMUNITY

Emerging
Artists
With so much new talent coming onto the scene,
it might be hard to stay abreast of the latest artists
capturing attention for their unique and thoughtprovoking visual work. Just to whet your appetite,
here we go with work by artists we will definitely be
following in the months to come.
Courtesy of TAM Gallery

Nelly El Sharkawy
Born in 1995 in Cairo, Egypt, Nelly El Sharkawy is an architect
and ballerina who started exploring photography in 2011.
She began shooting conceptual self-portraits in 2012, then
fell in love with black and white photography.
El Sharkawy is fond of shooting street and architectural
photography. Her work has been presented in group
exhibitions at venues all around Egypt including Zamalek
Art Gallery, B’sarya, TU Berlin Campus El Gouna, SOMA art
school, TAM Gallery, Darb1718, SHNIT Cairo, DCAF, Kasr
El Fenoun, Photopia Gallery at the Westown Hub Winter
Festival, El Sawy Cultural Center and many others.

Mariam ElReweny
Mariam ElReweny is an Egyptian illustrator, based in Cairo.
ElReweny graduated in 2017 from Faculty of Fine Arts at
Helwan University, Egypt. She currently works as a freelance
illustrator, working with both traditional and digital mediums
to create both commercial and personal artwork.

Sahar Hamdy
Sahar Hamdy is a young Egyptian artist born in 1997. She
graduated in 2020 from the Faculty of Fine Arts, Oil painting
department, Helwan University. Her most recent work is
her graduation project which revolves around the idea of
helplessness.

Her topic is inspired by personal experience that she
witnessed where demanding pressures of life and society
surrounding her led to this feeling of helplessness. This
idea inspired the artist as she rearticulated this sense of
helplessness in a visual format.

Nour Abu Saada
Nour Abu Saada is an Alexandrian artist, born in 1997.
She graduated in 2020 with a degree in Fine Arts from the
University of Alexandria. Her most recent project titled, “The
Movement” is inspired by the expressiveness of physical
movement, which can occur through major or minimal
actions.

Apart from verbal expressions of emotions, Abu Saada often
finds that the display of emotion through dynamic movement
is overlooked. Her body of work portrays emotions emitted
from each movement through the art of contemporary
dance, as it allows the dancers the freedom to move with
very little restriction and so many emotions, which perfectly
encapsulates the concept portrayed by Nour.

COMMUNITY

Nour El Glaly
Born in 1998, Nour El Glaly has participated in several
exhibitions, including the Artists of Tomorrow exhibition
at the Arts Academy in 2019, the Egypt Salon International
Hurghada in 2020, the Delta Youth Salon 2020 and the
third Dai Festival for Arab Youth 2020. He has featured in TV
interviews, including the Youth Today program. His work is
at the Ministry of Culture and in international collections.
El Glaly held a solo exhibition at the Cairo Opera House’s
Musical Library Hall, in 2020 in addition to taking part in The
Farouk Hosni Foundation Art Awards 2021 Exhibition.

Mohammed Jamal Bassiouni
Revered for his richly patterned body of work, Bassiouni
invokes the full power of colors by pulling themes from nature
and history and turning them into an intricate visual web. In
addition to being intensely inspired by Ancient Egyptian art,
Bassiouni’s work embodies the beauty of symmetry and the
wondrous patterns of the universe. He works with a variety of
mediums and challenges the viewer to take in all the details.
Born in Alexandria, Egypt, in 1993, Bassiouni holds a BFA
(2016) with highest Honors from the Faculty of Fine Arts of
the University of Alexandria. In 2019, he completed his MFA
in Painting and Drawing from the same university, where his
thesis focused on Ancient Egyptian beliefs depicted in their
art. In addition to his involvement in the rich art scene of his
home city Alexandria, Bassiouni has participated in several
group exhibitions in Cairo including The Circle in 2020, and
Art Fair Dubai in the UAE.

Malak Kabbani
Malak Kabbani is an Egyptian/German photographer living
and working in London. Her work includes portrait, fashion
and documentary photography. Drawing influence from
her environments, whether growing up in Cairo or living in
London, she believes that especially within photography
there must be an allowance for the natural to occur, rather
than to be over planned. Away from the camera, she assists
photographer David Bailey and has been doing so for the
past 4 years.

Born in 1993 in Cairo, Kabbani moved to London to pursue
her studies in fine arts at Central Saint Martins. With her
background originally beginning in painting, she eventually
pursued photography as a quicker visual language.

Engie Ezeldinn
Engie, also known as Jojja, is a 25 year old Egyptian
multidisciplinary artist based in both Cairo and New York
City. She studied fine arts at Parsons School of Design in
New York and ever since graduating from the program, she
has been moving between Cairo and New York, finding
inspiration to feed into her body of work. Her work relies
on both illustration and animation. Her body of work is
an extension to the thoughts, ideas and struggles that go
through her head, the goal of the visuals she produces is to
create a world where these struggles don’t exist, it’s the ideal
world that the artist would love to live in.

The artwork she produces usually contains two repetitive
characters known as Antar and Adeela, they meant to
portray a non-traditional Egyptian identity as they travel on
a journey with no known beginning or end. All the visuals
created offer a glimpse of the two characters’ journey as they
navigate in a world of adventure where they don’t have to
worry about conforming to traditional societal norms.

Ziad Fayed
Ziad Fayed is an Egyptian emerging artist based in Alexandria,
He works with different mediums, starting from drawing to
murals, video installations and collage. Fayed is currently
interested in society’s effect on gender and gender roles
through literature. His work is showcased across various
platforms including TAM Gallery locations in Cairo and El
Gouna, Egypt.

COMMUNITY

Experience Egypt’s
Diverse Culture &
Rich History at The
Museum of Egyptian
Civilization
By Farah ElAbd

Located in El-Fustat, Cairo, the National
Museum of Egyptian Civilization is
currently the largest and most
comprehensive museum in
Egypt, spread over 490,000m2.
The museum partially opened in
2017 with a temporary exhibition,
and fully opened to the public
on April 4th 2021; a day after the
historic procession of the 22 royal
mummies of Kings and Queens
of Ancient Egypt in the Pharaohs’
Golden Parade.
The Museum’s opening hours
during Ramadan are from
Saturday to Friday from 9am to
3pm, with the last ticket being
cut at 2:30pm. Tickets can be
purchased online through
the museum’s official website or at the museum in
person.

The ticket price for Egyptians and Arabs is EGP60, EGP30
for Egyptian and Arab students, EGP200 for visitors of other
nationalities, and EGP100 for students of other nationalities.
No food or drinks are allowed inside the exhibits except a
small water bottle, and smoking is prohibited throughout
the museum.

The concept of the museum is to showcase the different
elements of Egyptian civilization all the way from prehistoric
times to the modern day, and to allow visitors to experience
the richness of Egyptian heritage more easily through a
seamless museum display.

Each mummy is in a
glass case with its own
temperature-control to
help preserve the body.
There is a plaque next to
each mummy that tells
us a little about who
they are. Some of the
most notable mummies
present in the museum
are Hatshepsut, Thutmose
III, and Ramses II.
One of the most
fascinating items on
display in the Main Hall
is the ‘Nazlet Khater
Skeleton’, a 35,000 yearold skeleton that was
discovered by Belgian
researchers in the 80’s
in the Egyptian city of
Sohag, and was held and
studied in Belgium until
it was retrieved in 2015
back to Egypt, to now be
displayed in the museum.

What makes the museum especially enjoyable to visit is
the presentation of the different objects and artefacts
of Egypt’s fascinating culture and history. In the Folklore
Heritage section, you can see traditional robes, shoes, and
jewellery of Bedouin women such as ‘The Burgoa’ and the
‘Sinai Thawb’, and then see the ‘Key and Kiswa of Kaaba’
display nearby.

“Before this museum, you only had museums that would
specialize in only one time period or in a certain part of
Egyptian history such as Islamic, but what we’ve done here
with all these pieces and artefacts we’ve put together is
combine Egypt’s rich and diverse culture and civilization in
one place,” says Shaimaa Bendary, Senior Museum Curator.

The museum plans on using the Temporary Exhibition
Hall located beside the Main Hall for future temporary
exhibitions; starting with an upcoming exhibition focused
on textiles and fashion in Egypt.

COMMUNITY

Wasting Water
How to Have A Conservation
Mindset At Home
By Ahmed Talal

We may not be aware of just
how much water we’re wasting
on a daily basis, and this in
itself is another pandemic.
Water may soon become a
scarce commodity in the near
future. Water conservation is of
great importance and can be
mindfully managed by making
some better lifestyle decisions
that can be applied every day.

Where do we waste
water, and how can
we be more mindful?
To kick off the list, one of the first things we do when
starting our day is brushing our teeth; too many of us are
leaving our faucets running, letting the water go to waste
and this needs to change. Here’s what we can do about it:

The Bathroom:
• Turn on the faucet very lightly to just
soften the bristles on the toothbrush
and then close it.
• Make sure to also use just one glass of
water to rinse out after brushing instead
of leaving the water running to gargle.
• We should also stop using our toilets as garbage bins.
In other words, throwing used tissues or cigarette filters
in a toilet wastes a ton of water because each flush uses
several gallons of water. Use a bin.
The Kitchen:
• Many of us are guilty of leaving the water running when
rinsing their vegetables and fruits, which wastes a lot of
water. Instead, let’s fill up our sinks and rinse all of the
veggies in it.
• Dishwashers are also a true lifesaver as they are a better
substitute to washing and rinsing dishes by hand. To
ensure the most amount of water saved, scrape the
chunks and bits of stubborn food off of the plates and
carefully place them in the dishwasher. Afterwards, set it
to a light wash if possible, which can save a lot of water.
Studies have shown that when you hand wash, you’re
using 3.5 times as much water as a dishwasher uses.
Other ways to save water:
Car washes are yet another way water is misused because
hosing down cars from top to bottom is no more effective
than just using a bucket full of water with some soap and
a sponge. Thoroughly scrub the car using the soapy water
and after being completely done, quickly hose down the
remaining soap, or better yet, use a small towel and mop up
the moist exterior.
The smallest changes can truly make the biggest
differences in conserving water and can go a long way in
protecting our environment. If we are just a little bit more
water conscious, then we can ensure water supplies last for
generations to come.
The Home:
• Instead of drenching our driveways or walk-ways in front
of our homes, let’s sweep with a broom. Hosing these
areas uses up hundreds of gallons of water, depending on
the pressure that the hose is pumping.
• If you have a garden, research water conservation
methods with which you can care for your plants instead
of over-watering with a hose, or leaving the hose running.
• Maintenance work around the house should also be
conducted once or twice a year to ensure that there are
no leakages whatsoever from any pipes or faucets, which
could wasteful as well.
• We might also opt for taking a bath instead of a long
shower, as showers waste gallons and gallons of water.
Baths are also much more relaxing, and we could all use
that time to unplug.
• If you prefer showers; try taking shorter ones or at the
very least, adjust your shower heads to the least spraying
setting.

WELLBEING

Bring the
Sparkle Back
to Your Eyes
By Dr. Mohamed Abdelhafez

Many of us take a serious interest in how we look and
how we feel. Proper nutrition and regular exercise
are ways to enhance our personal appearance,
anesthetic surgery offers an additional way.
Sun damage to the skin, smile, frown and worry
lines, crows’ feet, and droopy or baggy eyelids are all
telltale signs of age. Fortunately a plastic surgeon can
help ease, or in some cases even erase many of these
changes. This may include a skin care program, Botox
or around-the-eye filler treatments, or it may involve
eyelid surgery and skin resurfacing procedures.
You can achieve great success with cosmetic eye plastic
surgery. Natural results, small and hidden incisions, mean
that no one will know you have had surgery unless you
choose to tell them. Your eye plastic surgeon relies on
unique training and experience to tailor an approach that is
just right for you. This is of vital important because no two
individual’s cosmetic needs are alike.
Do you need a facelift or will laser resurfacing, Botox and
fillers be best? Should you have lower eyelid surgery to
address bagginess, or would you be better off having a midfacelift? These are questions that your eye surgeon can help
you answer.

What can eye plastic surgery do?
Eye plastic surgery is not a fountain of youth, but it can
effectively reduce puffy eyelids, bags beneath the eyes,
wrinkles, growths and sun-damaged skin.
Will the surgery be painful?
In most cases there is little or no discomfort. I work with
the anesthesiologist so the patient receives the most
appropriate anesthesia, either local or general. Today’s short
acting anesthetics make recovery rapid and comfortable.
What about recovery? How long does it take?
Following surgery the patient will need to give him
or herself time to heal. Bruising and swelling is only
temporary.
How soon can I go back to work?
In most cases recovery time is between five and ten days,
depending on age and general state of health. Patients can
return to telephone and computer work within 3 days.
How long does the improvement last for?
The results can last for many years. This depends on the
unique skin type and how the patient cares for the skin
after surgery. If the patient carefully protects the skin from
damaging sun exposure, he or she will have a second
chance at slowing down the sunlight –related aging
process.
Are there scars after surgery?
The scars are hidden, or so small that they are not
noticeable and by time they become invisible.
What non-surgical cosmetic enhancements are
available?
Botox is a wrinkle reduction procedure that can reduce or
eliminate wrinkles on the upper third of the face. It can be
used to reduce the appearance of lines around the lips,
across the forehead, around the corner of the eyes and
between the eyebrows. It can also provide a small amount
of lift to the lateral brows. I use only FDA-approved Botox.
Dermal fillers can be used to correct hollowness and static
wrinkles around the eye, in addition to lifting the cheeks
and decreasing the appearance of bags under the eyes,
offering a non-surgical alternative to surgery.

BOOK REVIEW

Meet the Author by
The Pharaohs’
Golden Parade
Egyptologist Salima Ikram Shares
Expert Insight

Prominent Egyptologist and AUC Press author
Salima Ikram watched the historic live broadcast of
“The Pharaohs’ Golden Parade” that took place in the
Egyptian capital on last month. Twenty-two mummies
were transported from the Egyptian Museum in Tahrir
Square to the new National Museum of Egyptian
Civilization, in Fustat, Old Cairo. Ikram is the author of
several books, including Death and Burial in Ancient
Egypt (AUC Press, 2015, paperback edition) and
Ancient Egypt: An Introduction (AUC Press, 2011), and
edited Divine Creatures: Animal Mummies in Ancient
Egypt (AUC Press, 2015). As the world’s leading
expert on animal mummies, published author and
Egyptologist, Ikram was quite sought after by the
media for this event.
How important are the mummies that were moved
during the Golden Parade?
These are among the most significant royal leaders of the
New Kingdom and of course unique examples of royal
mummification of that time.
Is the new Fustat Museum a better home for
the mummies?
The National Museum of Egyptian Civilization had a section
expressly constructed to house the royal mummies in
underground chambers with more space to show each
mummy together with coffins and grave goods as well as
didactic materials. The conservation labs were also built
and equipped with mummy conservation in mind.

Do you have a favorite among the pharaohs that were
moved — Ramesses II, Hatshepsut?
Each one is appealing, Ramesses because of his exotic
trip to Paris and the care with which the embalmers
reconstructed his nose. Also, Ahmose Nefertary, as she was
a founding member of the Eighteenth Dynasty, Ramesses III
because we have evidence of his murder, and Seti I as he is
the best looking mummy going!
Why were they not transferred to the Grand Egyptian
Museum instead of the National Museum of Egyptian
Civilization?
The NMEC was made to house the mummies, and also, it is
an economic decision: Fustat for the mummies, the Grand
Egyptian Museum for King Tutankhamun, and the Egyptian
Museum for Great Iconic Works of Art. Three museums for
more tourist revenue.
How complicated is it to move mummies and why
transport them in special nitrogen-filled boxes?
The nitrogen provides an environment where the mummies
will not be prey to bacterial and other infestation; it keeps
them stable in the type of environment in which they have
been displayed. It is complicated to move mummies, but
these ones have moved a lot: within Luxor, from Luxor to
Cairo, and within Cairo at least four times!
Being an expert on mummification, how were you
consulted by the Ministry of Antiquities?
I was consulted on the intellectual content, while the
transport was the purview of conservators.
What element of the Golden Parade impressed you the
most?
I was delighted by the chariot.

BOOK REVIEW

May Reads by
Magnolia Table, Volume 2: A Collection of
Recipes for Gathering
By Joanna Gaines
Following the successful launch of
her #1 New York Times bestselling
cookbook, Magnolia Table, Joanna Gaines
gained a deeper commitment to the value
of food being shared. This insight inspired
Joanna to get back in the kitchen and start from scratch,
pushing herself beyond her comfort zone to develop new
recipes for her family, and yours, to gather around. From
breakfast to dinner, plus breads, soups, and sides, Magnolia
Table, Volume 2 gives readers abundant reasons to gather
together. The book is beautifully photographed and filled
with dishes you’ll want to bring into your own home.
Modern Art in Egypt
By Fatenn Mostafa Kanafani
Modern Art in Egypt charts the years from
Muhammad Ali’s educational reforms
to the mass influx of foreigners during
the nineteenth-century. With a focus on
the al-Nahda thought movement, this
book provides an overview of the key
policy-makers, reformists and feminists who founded the
first School of Fine Arts in Egypt, as well as cultural salons,
museums and arts collectives.
By combining political and aesthetic histories, Fatenn
Mostafa breaks the prevailing understanding that has
preferred to see non-Western art as derivatives of Western
art movements. Modern Art in Egypt re-establishes Egypt’s
presence within the global Modernist canon.
Hamnet
By Maggie O’Farrell
In 1580s England, during the Black Plague
a young Latin tutor falls in love with an
extraordinary, eccentric young woman in
this “exceptional historical novel”. Agnes is
a wild creature who walks her family’s land
with a falcon on her glove and is known throughout the
countryside for her unusual gifts as a healer, understanding
plants and potions better than she does people. Once she
settles with her husband on Henley Street in Stratfordupon-Avon she becomes a fiercely protective mother and a
steadfast, centrifugal force in the life of her young husband,
whose career on the London stage is taking off when his
beloved young son succumbs to sudden fever.
Home Body
By Rupi Kaur
Rupi Kaur constantly embraces growth, and
in Home Body, she walks readers through a
reflective and intimate journey visiting the
past, the present, and the potential of the
self. Home Body is a collection of raw, honest
conversations with oneself - reminding readers to fill up on
love, acceptance, community, family, and embrace change.
Illustrated by the author, themes of nature and nurture,
light and dark, rest here.
The Guest List
By Lucy Foley
On an island off the coast of Ireland, guests
gather to celebrate two people joining their
lives together as one. The cell phone service
may be spotty and the waves may be rough, but
every wedding detail has been expertly planned and will
be expertly executed. And then someone turns up dead.
Who didn’t wish the happy couple well? And perhaps more
important, why?
Promise Me, Dad
By Joe Biden
From President-Elect Joe Biden, Promise Me,
Dad is his deeply moving memoir about the
year that would forever change both a family
and a country. This is a book written not just
by the President, but by a father, grandfather, friend, and
husband. Promise Me, Dad is a story of how family and
friendships sustain us and how hope, purpose, and action
can guide us through the pain of personal loss into the light
of a new future.

WELLBEING

The Challenges
of Puberty
By Dr. Mohamed Abdu TABIBI Pediatrician

The threshold to becoming a ‘grown up’, puberty can
be a trying time for both parents and their young
soon-to-be adult. So what can we expect, and how
can we ease the path through the emotional ups and
downs and the physical changes?
In short, puberty is the period of sexual maturation
and achievement of fertility. The best way to deal
with different challenges at this period is to know
about them and face them.
Common challenges:
1. Physical changes
These occur due to changes in the hormone levels and
manifest as development of fuller breasts in girls, change
of voice and the appearance of facial hair in boys, acne,
the growth of pubic hair in girls and boys, and the onset
of menstruation in girls. These can be addressed through
explaining that it is normal for the body to change, and by
encouraging them to stay healthy and fit through nutritious
diet and exercise.
2. Behavioral changes
Overwhelming emotions can lead to impulsive behavior
that can be harmful. Your teen’s dress code, hairstyle, and
sense of fashion also change, often to something you may
not approve of. That can be solved by gaining your child’s
trust. Do not judge them, and let them know you love
them.
3. Emotional changes
Hormones affect teenagers emotionally. They tend to feel
overly emotional, that can make them happy, excited,
sad or angry. The best way to release pent up feelings is
through exercise.
4. Educational challenges.
The stress to perform academically and obtain college
admissions can be harmful for a teenager. Try to encourage
your child to reach his or her college admission without
stress, be supportive and encourage good nutrition and
exercise.
5. Smoking and substance abuse
Teenagers are vulnerable and can be easily swayed to
pick up bad habits. Substance abuse is an example. Peer
pressure is one of the significant factors that encourages
adolescents to take up smoking or other risky habits, so
keep an eye on your child’s behavior and be aware of any
changes.
6. Psychological problems
The most common psychological disorders
that occur during adolescence are anxiety,
mood disorders, panic disorders and
depressive disorders. In order to avoid
these problems try keep an open dialogue
about any of their problems. Maintaining a
healthy lifestyle can prevent the onset of
depression. If you notice that your child
is becoming too moody, he or she may
need to be examined by a physician.
You can talk with specialized doctors
and make appointment with a Tabibi
physician 24/7 by contacting our call
center 16724.

WEST SIDEw

Bazarna Ramadan
Shopping Event

Bazarna Ramadan Shopping event was special this
year! This year it headed to the east and west of
Cairo to light up your Ramadan shopping experience
with a wide variety of Ramadan essentials. Visitors
could browse through an array of fashionable
kaftans, trendy lanterns, customizable Ramadan
decorations and much more.
Even better, for every 10 purchases, Bazarna
donated one Ramadan Box for families in need, in
collaboration with @misrelkheirorg.
By the end of the day Bazarna had donated 520
Ramadan boxes!

Where To Go, What To Do, What’s New
and Upcoming Events on the West Side

art galleries

S A FA R K H A N

Gallery

Exhibition Name: Madad
Exhibition Date: Until 11th of May
Address: 6, Brazil St., Zamalek.

5
MAY

NIGHTS
WITH
POULTRY
ART EXHIBITION

Exhibition Name: Nights with Poultry
Exhibition Date: 5th of May - 2nd of June
Address: 25 Orabi St., off Port Said, Maadi.

M ashra b i a G a l l e r y
Exhibition Name: Happy Islands
Exhibition Date: Until 10th of May

Exhibition Name: The Garden of the Freaks
Exhibition Date: 16th of May - 16th of June

Address: 5, Mahmoud Bassiouny St.
Downtown.

WEDNESDAY 5 MAY 2021 (9PM-12AM)

ARCADE Gallery
Alaa Abdelrahman
Alia Eissa
Amira Khalil
Ahmed Raafat
Aya El Hussieny
Fatma Abodoma
Hager El Sayed
Hamza Mohammed
Islam El Sharqway
Kamila Bassioni
Muhammad Mustafa
Marwan Sabra
Mostafa Youssef
Nourhan Khorshid
Nada Sherif
Nahla Darwish
Omar Sherif
Roba Ramy
Rodeina Fouad
Shahira Kamal
Sahar Abdel Nasser
Salma Mokhtar
Walid Taher
Ziad Faid

Crave

Chicken
Cordon Rose

Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts
Salt and pepper to taste
1 tablespoon garlic powder
1 tablespoon onion powder
225g smoked salmon, thinly sliced
16 slices Emmental cheese
1 cup all-purpose flour (125g)
4 eggs, beaten
2 cups panko bread crumbs (100g)

Preparation
Sprinkle the chicken breasts with salt, pepper, garlic
powder, and onion powder, tossing to coat evenly.
On a cutting board, place a chicken breast between two
sheets of plastic wrap and pound until about 1 cm thick
with a meat mallet, rolling pin, or heavy pan.
Remove the plastic wrap and place 2 slices of smoked
salmon, then 2 slices of Emmental cheese. Evenly roll the
chicken and place onto a new sheet of plastic wrap.
Wrap the chicken in the plastic wrap tightly and use the
excess plastic on the sides to twist, firming up the roll of
Chicken Cordon Rose as you work. Tie the excess plastic.
Repeat with the remaining ingredients, then chill the rolls
in the fridge to set for 30 minutes.
Meanwhile, preheat a tall-sided pan with 5 cm of oil to
170°C.
After the rolls are set, prepare 2 separate large, wide dishes
with the flour, beaten egg, and bread crumbs. Dredge the
chicken first in the flour, then the egg, and then bread
crumbs.
Place the breaded Chicken Cordon Rose in the oil and cook
for about 5 minutes per side, or until the outside is an even
golden brown. If a good color is achieved and the chicken’s
center is still not 75°C, place on a wire rack set over a baking
sheet and finish the chicken in the oven at 170°C until that
temperature is reached.
Creamy Cheese Sauce
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 tablespoons butter
2 cloves garlic, minced
3 tablespoons all-purpose flour
2 cups milk (480 ml)
1 cup shredded Parmesan cheese (100g)
Salt and pepper to taste

Preparation
In a saucepan, over medium heat, melt the butter and cook
the garlic until soft. Add the flour and whisk for 1 minute.
Add the milk and whisk until fully combined with the roux
and no lumps remain. Continue whisking until the mixture
comes to a simmer and has thickened.
Add the Parmesan cheese, salt, and pepper and whisk to
combine. Remove the pan from the heat.
Slice the chicken and drizzle with the creamy cheese sauce.
Serve with your choice of mashed potatoes, rice or sautéed
vegetables.

W h at ’ s
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By Tati Hafez

Diwan Hosts Latin America Week (24-30 of May)
Diwan Bookstore in collaboration
with 15 Latin American Embassies
in Egypt is hosting a full week of
Latin American literature, where
prominent authors from the region will participate in talks
and book features. The launch event will take place at the
garden of Diwan Heliopolis and will present an enriching
selection of Latin American literature translated in both
English and Arabic. The celebratory week will hold talks
with 5 distinguished authors from Chile, Argentina, Brazil,
Mexico and Columbia. The talks will be transmitted through
Diwan’s Facebook page. For further information on Latin
America Week, check Diwan’s social media pages.  
105 Abou Bakr El-Sedeek, Almazah, Heliopolis
9am to 11:3pm
0122 600 0168
@diwan_bookstore
www.diwanegypt.com
Oddbits - Quirky. Practical. Playful
If you like collecting some really cool,
funky and practical stuff, or you are
looking to buy something quirky and
unique for someone, Oddbits is where
to go. From environmentally friendly
clever coffee capsules, to handy kitchen
silicone-stretch bowl covers, to kid’s notie shoelaces and retro laptop stickers. Oddbits also has a
website where you can browse and shop the wide range of
products. You can opt for delivery or store pick-up.
67, intersection Street 9 and Street 83, Maadi
01014567511
@oddbits_egypt
www.oddbitsegypt.com
The Happy Tray - Warm someone’s heart
with breakfast in bed
Whether you are looking for a
get-well-soon gift or something
for a birthday or anniversary,
The Happy Tray delivers themed
breakfast trays to your loved ones.
The trays are carefully customized
to the occasion and are filled with
croissants, jams, fruits, cheese and
more. Orders must be made 5
days prior to delivery.  
7am to 7pm
0112 3380988
@thehappytray_eg
Wonder Wood – For natural wood decor
For natural, handmade and
handcrafted wood decor,
accessories and furniture,
Wonder Wood is the place to go.
Products are mainly taken from
homegrown trees in Upper Egypt.
To protect the environment the
wood is repurposed, treated and
preserved. Just like no two trees
are alike, neither are two products.
The uniqueness of the handcrafted and carved bowls, nut
plates and multi-purpose serving boards are part of the
beauty of the wood work. You can find products at Cairo’s
main bazaars and if you happen to be in Gouna, products
are now available at Norma.
012 22252276
@wonderwood_eg
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Azza Fahmy Jewellery has just opened a new concept
store in Arkan Plaza, a continuation of the new lifestyle and
experiential vision that the brand has recently developed.
Expanding on design, brand and life style
experiences, Azza Fahmy offers a 360 approach with a
range of life style products that one can enjoy.

Arkan Plaza
0 101 206 6602
azzafahmy
www.azzafahmy.com

AFKARNA Gallery is a boutique design house that has been
working together with architects, interior designers and
clients since 2012, providing handmade furniture, lighting
and unique home accessories.
Services encompass interior design, furniture design &
production and turnkey projects.

Arkan Plaza
0111 709 9456
AFKARNA gallery
afkarnagallery

It is no coincidence that Amarous translates to rainbow in
Nubian; its mission is to spread joy through creative and
authentic Egyptian-Boho homeware. Constant innovation
in the materials used to create the tableware products
offers customers unique artisanal pieces that will surely be
conversation starters. All products are made by Egyptian
hands to help boost local communities.

Arkan Plaza
amarousstore

Whether you wish to purchase in easy installment plans,
upgrade your iPhone, get accessories for any Apple
product, attend a workshop or request one-on-one training
from one of the experienced Sales Team, Tradeline will
provide with what you need in a friendly environment,
conveniently located near you.

Arkan Plaza
19857
tradelinestores

Founded in 1976 in Brighton, England, The Body Shop is the
original, British-born, activist beauty brand. The Body Shop
seeks to make positive change in the world by offering
a range of 700 high-quality, 100% cruelty-free, naturally
inspired skincare, body care, hair care and make-up.

Arkan Plaza
TheBodyShopEgypt
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BLOOMS
and
BEANS

As flower and plant growers, Blooms & Beans wants to
share its passion and connect with its customers. Believing
there is no better way to do it than over food and coffee,
and with an ever-evolving menu created and executed with
perfection on a daily basis, it strives to bring a piece of the
farm to the city. Customers can enjoy food together with a
consistently decent cup of coffee while being surrounded
by plants and flowers which they can choose to have as the
newest addition to their homes.

Arkan Plaza
beansbloomscreative
bloomsandbeanseg

A wide variety of mouthwatering appetizers awaits you at
Butcher’s Burger! The softest buns, the most delicious Mac n
Cheese in town, and the famous Wings, which complement
the wide variety of sandwiches extremely well, all things
that shouldn’t be missed at Butcher’s Burger. Butcher’s
Burger’s thick, juicy and cooked-to-perfection beef patties
simply melt in the mouth, making for a true foodie’s
ultimate indulgent experience.

Arkan Plaza
ButchersBurgerEgypt
butchersburger

Chicken & Ribs has taken a very popular cuisine; Southern
Comfort Food and made it its own. With a wide variety of
delicious dishes on the menu, a great casual ambience,
good vibes and fantastic service, Chicken & Ribs never
disappoints! Don’t forget to try the unmatched and
unparalleled signature Roasted Chicken, Slow-cooked Ribs
and Chicken & Waffles.

Arkan Plaza
ChickenAndRibsEgypt
chicken_n_ribs

Mistiqa... Where happiness is homemade. Mistiqa’s magical
grill and heavenly mezza will never fail to please. Mistiqa is
the choice for a fresh mood and good food.

Arkan Plaza
01050502222 - 01050503333
Mistiqaeg

Plenty Deli is a first of its kind concept in Egypt. Plenty is
about celebrating good times and good food, all products
are hand made in a little kitchen; whether cured meats,
authentic Neapolitan pizza, quiches, fresh egg pasta or
sandwiches. The menu at Plenty is diverse, but constantly
changing with whatever is in season to celebrate the best
of what Egypt’s beautiful land has to offer.

Arkan Plaza
0101 033 6062
Plenty.deli
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GelatoMio is an Italian gelateria offering an artisanal
product produced using natural, freshest and highest
quality ingredients while adhering to highest international
standards of production quality and hygiene. With its own
production facility adopting the latest international gelato
production standards, supplying all the items served in its 5
stores across Egypt, to ensure total control over production
and supply chain quality. In addition to its stores, GelatoMio
supplies selected fine dining restaurants, as well as offering
catering and tailored party services.

Arkan Plaza
gelato.mio

Specialty Būn is Egypt’s premier coffee bar located
on Market Street at Arkan Plaza. It offers a range of
thoughtfully sourced and expertly roasted coffees from
local award winning roaster Cairo Coffee Collective on
filter and espresso. The versatile team delicately brews
each coffee in order to highlight its unique flavour notes
and origin characteristics. Coffee is approached as a subtle
balance between art and science, understanding coffee as
a fruit, not a bean. Pop in to experience the perspective and
taste the difference.

Arkan Plaza
02 385 10071
SpecialtyBun
www.specialtybun.com

Trés Bon was founded in 1994 as a family business based
on love and hard work. It presents a menu that offers a food
experience from every corner of the world, and is creator of
the famous Colorado, Shrimp Crab Sauce and Super Viagra.
The menu is a merge of Western, Asian and Middle Eastern
plates, varying between mains, pizzas and burgers, with a
variety of appetizers served along with fresh green salads
from a family recipe book, along with homemade desserts
from around the globe and a decadent beverage selection
that complements the culinary experience.

Arkan Plaza
19947 - 01000172089
Très Bon
tresbonegypt

Willow’s offers an exclusive international menu, ranging
from signature dishes such as Risotto with Lobster Tail, to
special tea blends, coffee and high end desserts.
Providing a ‘home away from home’ experience that’s warm
and welcoming, Willow’s is an inspirational place full of
exquisite original paintings, handmade accessories and
products that can be purchased to take a piece of Willow’s
home. Whether it’s Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner or just a quick
cup of coffee with a favorite book, Willow’s is the perfect
destination for just that.

Arkan Plaza
0101 077 4001
Willows-Egypt
willowsegypt
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Fashion
ADIDAS
Web: www.adidas.com.eg
Facebook / Instagram:
@adidasmena
BCBGMAXAZRIA
Web: www.bcbg.com
Facebook / Instagram:
@BCBGMAXAZRIA
BERSHKA
Web: www.bershka.com/eg
Facebook: @menabershka
Instagram: @bershka
BY AZIZA
Web: www.byaziza.com
Facebook: @ByAziza-839433566124737
Instagram: @byaziza
CONCRETE
Web: www.concrete.com.eg
Facebook: @ConcreteEgypt
Instagram: @concrete_official
EL TARZY
Web: www.eltarzy.com
Facebook: @eltarzyy
Instagram: @eltarzy_
FEMI9
Web: www.femi9.com
Facebook: @femi9
Instagram: @femi9fashion
GUESS
www.guess.eu/en-eg/home
Facebook: @GUESSMiddleEast
H&M
Web: eg.hm.com/en
Facebook: @hmMiddleEast
Instagram: @hm
HUGO BOSS
www.hugoboss.com/hugo
Facebook: @hugo
Instagram: @hugo_official
MASSIMO DUTTI
Web: www.massimodutti.com
Facebook: @MassimoDuttiMENA
Instagram: @massimodutti
MII ACCESSORIES
Web: www.shopmii.co
Facebook:
@MiiAccessoriesEgypt
Instagram: @mii_accessories
OKHTEIN
Web: eg.okhtein.com
Facebook / Instagram:
@okhtein
STRADIVARIUS
www.stradivarius.com/eg
Facebook: @Stradivarius2
Instagram: @stradivarius
ZAKEIA
Web: www.zakeia.com
Facebook / Instagram:
@zakeia.store
ZARA
Web: www.zara.com/eg/en/
Facebook / Instagram: @Zara
Home and Garden
ALLURE POTS
Facebook: @Allure-pots-105258494183023
BAMBOO ADEL
Web: www.bambooadel.com
Facebook / Instagram:
@bambooadel
Tel: 0100 660 4607
BAMBOO EL SIRGHANY
Facebook: @BambooElsergany
Address: 207 Ramses St.
Tel: 0106 099 6676
BAMBOO EL WISHY
Facebook: @Bamboo El Wishy
Address: 217 Ramses St., Al Qbeisi, Daher.
Tel: 0100 449 9202
0122 228 4862
BAMBOO JESSICA ANTO
Facebook: @jessicabambooanto
Email: info@jbambooanto.com
Address: Villa 171, Street 28, District 5A, Fifth Settlement, New Cairo.
Tel: 0115 208 9580
0127 203 0405
HANDZ POTS
Facebook: @HANDZPOTS
Tel: 0106 290 7202
IKEA
Web: www.ikea.com
Facebook / Instagram:
@ ikeaegypt
NAYA PIECES
Facebook / Instagram:
@naya.pieces
nayapieces@hotmail.com
MASHTAL EGYPT
Web: www.mashtalegypt.com
Facebook: @MashtalEgypt
Instagram:
@mashtalgardencenters
MODERN POTS
Facebook: @ Modernpots
Tel: 0114 259 6184
OUTDOOR PLANT POTS
Facebook: @Outdoor-Plant-Pots-1840614739581099
ROCKS AND POTS
Facebook: @rocksndpots
TERRA EGYPT
Web: www.terra-egypt.com
Facebook: @ TERRA.Egypt
Instagram: @terraegypt

